
 

CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Monday & Tuesday Workshops 
Attendees will be assigned to one Monday and one Tuesday workshop 
 

Chefs Eric and Jill Skokan 
A Farm to Table Tapestry: Weaving a Farm into your Food Service Operation 
Our farm and restaurant business is like a tapestry made of many different threads.  The magic comes when these threads 
are woven together. In this workshop we will tease out the various threads that make up our operation: From seasonality to 
menu writing, staff training, and a few tractor driving tips to boot.  Join us in this hands-on workshop as we cook several 
dishes that weave together the themes of flexibility, creativity and deliciousness. 
 
Chef Jody Adams 
Cooking with flavors from Greece 
(OFFERED MONDAY ONLY) 

 
Chef Jeffrey Maxfield 
Is Plant Matter the Maximum Flavor? 
A 16 oz steak, accompanied by a medley of roasted vegetables, and a zesty, bright herb sauce to garnish. Within the most 
beautifully cooked piece of meat lies a singular texture, a product that is inherently the center of the plate in the day to day 
meals that are predominantly enjoyed in this country. And while the perceived energy or focus might lie within the steak in 
the center, it is the vegetables on the side and the sauce on top that provide the excitement of texture and "life" more vividly 
than any protein ever could. As we pursue different flavors and textures in food it is the plants that continue to be our 
inspiration and drive our recipes. With the traditions of Italy and flavors from Asia to South America, please join us as we 
pose the question of flavor and where it truly lies.   
 
Chef Jehangir Mehta  
Kitchen Gleaning 
(OFFERED TUESDAY ONLY) 

Navigating paths to create a blended diet through the art of gleaning produce through the kitchen. 
 
Chef Alexander Ong 
Ramen 
You have always enjoyed a piping hot bowl of ramen, from eating packaged ramen during your student budget days, to the 
regional ramen houses of Japan, to the current national ramen craze. Chefs like David Chang and Ivan Orkin have 
embraced ramen in more creative ways than we can count.  
If you're one of those people who has voiced your strong opinion via food blogs about who makes the best ramen in town, if 
you know the cool ramen chefs by the first name, or if you just crave the steaming bowls of the brothy noodles for breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner, then isn't it time you learn to make your own?   
Join Chef Alexander Ong, chef emeritus of San Francisco’s Betelnut restaurant, to learn how to make a flavorful shoyu 
broth, a rich soy milk broth and also make our own ramen noodles. In addition to making the broths and noodles, we’ll roast 
off a crispy pork belly, make our own soy sauce eggs, and make our own Japanese fried chicken. Our goal is to equip you 
with the knowledge and confidence to make your own ramen noodles at home or work to share with your colleagues and 
family. 



 
 
Chef Steve Petusevsky 
World Eats From World Streets - Harnessing Flavor First Plant-Forward Cuisines From 
Around the World 
Discovering, adapting, and modernizing ancient global street food recipes that generations have been eating for centuries 
has become my passion. This year's presentation features unusual, authentic street foods sampled during my recent world 
travels.  Most of these recipes are simply brilliant as they are inherently healthy, plant-forward dishes that pair bold flavor, 
unexpected textures, and are typically inexpensive to prepare. Some date back centuries, but are still in vogue primarily 
because of the rise in interest of consuming less protein and more plants. Seeking out these dishes has become my primary 
tool in the exploration of foreign cultures and cuisines and provides the best way to immerse one's self in extraordinary 
places. Come along on this armchair adventure into flavorful street foods from around the world! 
 
Chef Virginia Willis 
Meat and Three  
(OFFERED MONDAY ONLY) 

In the cuisine of the Southern United States, a “Meat and Three" restaurant is one where the customer picks one meat from 
a daily selection of three to six choices (such as fried chicken, country ham, beef, country-fried steak, meatloaf, or pork 
chop) and three side dishes from a list that may include up to a dozen other options. In this hands on workshop Virginia will 
share techniques on how to lighten things up with  
 
Chef Virginia Willis 
Modern South 
(OFFERED TUESDAY ONLY) 

From the rolling hills and hollows in Appalachia to the flat salt marshes of South Carolina, the South has a strong tradition of 
good food and generous hospitality. The region is well known for fried chicken, grits, and biscuits, but there are some 
Southern foodways that many may find surprising: there have been Chinese living in the Mississippi Delta since the 1800s; 
at one time more Italians lived in New Orleans than New York City; an Atlanta suburb is known as the “Seoul of the 
South”; and the region has more Hispanics moving there than any other part of the US. The South is rich in culturally 
diversity and the food of the modern global South reflects this. In this workshop Virginia will share recipes from her latest 
cookbook Secrets of the Southern Table: A Food Lover’s Tour of the Global South.  
 
Chef Iliana de la Vega 
Vegetable Mexican Kitchen 
Learn and prepare common and rare vegetables of the Mexican Kitchen, from traditional dishes to modern preparations in 
an ever changing environment. 
 
Chef Joanne Weir 
Tavola, A celebration of the Sun-Drenched Mediterranean 
For the last year, I have been working with Ken Toong, Van Sullivan and Chef Matthia to develop TAVOLA, a 
Mediterranean Kitchen. Inspired by a love for healthy, robust Mediterranean food, this new concession opened in the Blue 
Wall in the UMass Student Union last September with great fanfare. As a matter of fact, the business is up over 70% from 
this time last year which demonstrates the love for this delicious, and now mainstream, cuisine. TAVOLA is inspired by the 
food of sunny Italy, Greece and the Middle East. Think fruity olive oil, briny olives, aromatic herbs, sweet tomatoes, citrus 
and savory pasta. We’re making our own hot-out-the-pizza-oven pita bread used for our hummus bowls, chicken and spiced 
beef kefta skewers, out-of-this-world falafel, and warm pita wraps, garnished, stuffed and topped with Israeli salad, tzatziki, 
tahini and romesco. The recipes are uncomplicated, healthy and ingredient driven. Their evocative flavors will have you 
dreaming of the warm, sunny lands along the beautiful blue Mediterranean Sea. Join me as we travel and cook together. 
 
Chef Barton Seaver 
Taste the Difference 
A comparative tasting and discovery of culinary characteristics of different categories of fish. This workshop will include 
tastings of whitefish, roundfish and salmon plus recipes to highlight and accentuate category differences. 



Chef Hiroko Shimbo 
Water & Fire Cooking – A Secret of Japanese Cuisine 
At this workshop attendees will learn the techniques of Japanese Water & Fire Cooking using representative recipes from 
the Japanese kitchen. These include the important skills for preparing classical dashi and vegetarian stocks, simmered 
foods, grilled foods, stir-frying with minimal oil usage and creation of mixed rice dishes. In this workshop attendees will learn 
the presentation of these dishes in both informal and more formal way. The attendees will also be introduced to shio-koji, a 
condiment made from koji rice (malted rice in which the starch has been converted to sugars). Chef Hiroko will explain its 
role in the fermentation process of sake and miso, and she will demonstrate how to make shio-koji and use it in the 
preparation of several dishes. The Workshop will discuss the basic constituents of a frugal but well-balanced Japanese meal 
known as Ichi-ju Isai - one rice dish, one soup dish and one side dish; a construction derived from Zen Buddhist temple 
cuisine. With the knowledge and skills acquired at this workshop attendees can prepare more meaningful, more varied 
healthier and delicious dishes in their own kitchens. 
 
Chef Mai Pham 
Kung Pao No, Bun Bo Hue Yes  
(OFFERED MONDAY ONLY) 

Need to switch out tired items from your menu cycle and refresh with some new exciting Asian flavors?  Join Chef Mai 
Pham for a productive workshop in which she will share recipes and techniques for making your menus explode with 
memorable, craveable Asian flavors! 
 
Chef Martin Yan and Chef Tony Wu 
Asian Techniques and Ingredients in the American Kitchen  
(OFFERED MONDAY ONLY) 

In this workshop the Chef Tony Wu and Chef Martin Yan will display essential Chinese and Asian ingredients and 
seasonings.  They will discuss basic Chinese techniques and present 4 dishes, demonstrating different techniques and 
flavor profiles. 
 
Chef Chai Siriyarn 
How to accommodate authentic Thai flavors for the American palate  
Learn how to cook amazing Thai food from Award winning chef Chai Siriyarn from Marnee Thai restaurant in San Francisco 
which has been voted as one of the top Thai restaurants in the Bay Area by Zagat Survey for over 2 decades and was 
recommended in the Michelin Guide for 3 consecutive years.  In this course you will learn a 5 course meal that is easy to 
prepare in large volumes which you can apply to your establishment. The menu includes Chicken Korae (Southern Thai 
style curried chicken kebab), Herbal rice salad, Pad Kee Mao (drunken noodle), Hor Mok (steam fish fillet in curry mousse) 
and a traditional Thai desert "Ta Go" which is coconut pudding. 
 
Chef Jon Poyourow MA, RD, LD and Chef Stacy Mirabello CEPC  
Cooking with Pulses for a sustainable future 
(OFFERED TUESDAY ONLY) 

As the world's population grows and natural resources dwindle, the sustainability of our food systems is in our hands. We as 
chefs are the leaders in the food industry and we are able to use our platform to influence and change the mindset of our 
society in the way that food is viewed. This hands on workshop will cover how to incorporate pulses into a daily diet so that 
way not only is it nutritious and delicious but it also supports a sustainable future. We will utilize pulse centered recipes in 
addition to plant based foods to develop a menu that can cross through all meal periods. 

Chef Luminita Cirstea CMB, CBB, CWPC 
Off The Wheaten Path 
(OFFERED TUESDAY ONLY) 

Welcome to a fun hands-on flatbreads and more class! For me, baking reflects the care and thoughtfulness we put in to the 
process and our choice of the ingredients. Baking and working with seasonal and fresh local ingredients became a way of 
focusing my inner forces. It’s something I could share with others, touch, taste, smell and feel. The creation, refinement, and 
constant improvement it’s so rewarding for me.  



In this class, I’ll share some approachable recipes that are focusing mostly on ideas that inspire a healthy lifestyle: seasonal, 
local, fresh, nutritious and gluten free. From breakfast to dinner and snacking between, consumers demand, more than 
ever: flavor, nutrition, and wellness in every product. Let’s come together and create something unique, yet humbled. 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Thursday Workshops 
Attendees will be assigned to one Thursday workshop 

Chef John Masi 
Bowls of berries and oodles of noodles will make your guests happy 
In this hands on seminar, Chef John Noble Masi will present information about the various types and kinds of fresh 
berries and pastas/noodles. You will hear about the latest trends in each of these popular food groups as we 
"embrace the changes" we see not only in the products themselves, but also in how our guests consume them. 
Chef Masi will break the attendees into groups to prepare specially selected recipes for this conference. Attendees 
will prepare those recipes as well as have plenty of opportunity to add unique twists to personalize the recipes. 
Attendees will learn the effects of using different ingredients within the same recipe and be able to see and taste the 
different results side by side. We will have an abundant display of both varieties of products and we will look 
forward to sampling them.  
 
Chef Matthew Britt and Chef Rob Lucier, Johnson and Wales University  
Serving Solution: Inspiring students to become stewards to support a sustainable food 
system 
As a nation, we waste 30 to 40 percent of all food produced annually. Colleges and universities currently contribute 
more than 22 million pounds of wasted food a year. Trends in product utilization, particularly of seafood, compound 
our sustainability challenges. Popularity of fish such as tuna, salmon, and halibut has depleted the ocean’s natural 
resources while other types of seafood remain abundant. Chefs at the helm of large food service operations are 
poised to serve solutions of reducing food waste and to overcome challenges to generations looking to make a 
difference. Today’s students (Generation Z), are more adventurous eaters than ever, opening the door to allow 
chefs to create more diverse and sustainable menu offerings.  
In this session, we will dive into the “trash” and ocean to discover what opportunities are available for chefs looking 
to change the way the world eats. We will also explore strategies to creatively address and prevent overall food 
waste by placing a greater focus on utilization and sustainability. This session will culminate with a friendly 
competition that will challenge attendees with an opportunity to develop menus, from what normally is thrown in the 
trash into delicious meals that students will be lining up to try. 


